TROPICAL STOUT • ABV 7%
Full bodied, sweet, smooth and creamy. Extra dark roasted malt,
oats and special hops. Medium bitterness with a juicy, fruity,
tropical twist. Hints of pineapple, grapefruit, and passion fruit,
coffee and chocolate flavors.

BREW HOUSE ROUND ROCK IPA

American Style IPA • ABV 6%
Big flavor. Not too bitter. A basic malt bill combined with
extra hops loaded with tropical, citrus and fruity flavor.

BELGIAN STRONG ALE • ABV 8%
Four generations of the Moortgat family brought together Pilsner
malts, Bohemian hops, and a unique yeast strain creating this
intense and aromatic ale. A Belgian favorite.

germany

GERMAN LAGER • ABV 5%
Beck’s is a classic German lager beer with a distinctive full-bodied
taste, fresh “hoppy” bouquet, golden color and full rich head.
Adding to its complexity is a slightly fruity but firm crispness
and a dry, clean finish.

PAULANER HEFE-WEISS
GERMAN HEFE-WEIZEN • ABV 5%
Paulaner brew masters perfected a unique technique with “yeast
suspension”,resulting in a uniform slightly cloudy appearance,
consistent quality and perfect taste. Traces of mango, pineapple
and the balance between sweet and bitter.

SPATEN LAGER
MUNICH HELLES LAGER • ABV 5%
In 1894 Spaten became the first brewery in Munich to produce
this brand of light lager. Golden in color with a well-balanced
hop-flavor. The full rounded body is a superb balance between
hops and a malty sweetness.

PALE LAGER • ABV 5%
One of the world’s oldest beer brands, dating back to 1615.
Grolsch lager is triple cold filtered, brewed using only
European Spring Barley, Hallertau hops, proprietary yeast
and treated well water. The product is smoother, lighter and
less bitter.

BLUE MOON

MOLSON CANADIAN

BECK’S

GROLSCH

CALIFORNIA COMMON • ABV 4.9%
Deep amber color, thick, creamy head, and rich, distinctive
flavor due to a historic brewing process like none other. A blend
of pale and caramel malts, fermentation with lager yeast at
warmer ale temperatures in shallow open-air fermenters, and
gentle carbonation in our cellars through an all-natural process
called kräusening.

DUVEL

PALE LAGER • ABV 5%
Using crystal clear water, the finest hops and Canadian-grown
malted barley, Molson slowly ferments each brew to produce a
smooth, refreshing beer.

Strike!

ANCHOR STEAM

u n i t e d s tat e s

ca n a da

belgium

BARBADOS

BREW HOUSE MAHOGANY BAY STOUT

n et h er l a n d s

B E E R S O F T H E W O R L D & S N A C KS . . . . .

WITBIER • ABV 5.4%
Inspired by the flavorful Belgian Wits, Blue Moon is brewed
using Valencia orange peel, for a subtle sweetness along with
a touch of coriander to provide balance. The brew master also
adds oats and wheat to create a smooth, creamy finish that’s
inviting to the palate.

SAM ADAMS BOSTON LAGER
AMBER LAGER • ABV 4.9%
The fundamental characteristics of a great beer: offering a full,
rich flavor that is both balanced and complex. Brewed using a
decoction mash —a time consuming, traditional four vessel
brewing process discarded by many contemporary brewers.
This process brings forth a rich sweetness from the malt that
makes it well worth the effort.

SHINER BOCK
AMBER LAGER • ABV 4.4%
Crafted at the famous Spoetzl Brewery in Shiner, TX, this beer is
brewed with rich roasted barley malt and German specialty hops.
It is a lightly hopped American-style, dark lager that starts clean
and finishes smooth.

SIERRA NEVADA
AMERICAN PALE ALE • ABV 5.6%
A delightful example of the classic pale ale style. It has a deep
amber color and an exceptionally full-bodied, complex character.
The fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor are the results of the
generous use of the best Cascade hops.

Snacks

PANKO BREADED CHICKEN TENDERS

i ta ly

PERONI
PALE LAGER • ABV 4.7%
Peroni is the number one lager brand in Italy for over one and a
half centuries. This premium, clear, golden-yellow lager brewed
using the finest spring barley, malts, and hops, its taste is slightly
bitter yet refreshingly smooth.

Buffalo, BBQ and honey-sriracha dipping sauces

BANG! BANG! CAULIFLOWER

Parmesan breaded and fried florets, rémoulade and sweet chili
dipping sauces

BATTERED ONION RINGS

ja m a i ca

Horseradish sour cream dip

RED STRIPE
AMBER LAGER • ABV 4.7%
A beautiful Jamaican amber lager with low butterscotch flavor,
full bodied and a smooth post-palate sensation.

CHIPOTLE PORK POUTINE
Pulled pork, chipotle sauce, diced red onions, C
 heddar cheese

BIG DOG

Grilled hot dog, mustard, ketchup, diced onion

mexico

POPCORN SHRIMP
PACIFICO CLARA
PALE LAGER • ABV 4.5%
In 1900, three German brewers established Cervecería del
Pacifico in the small Mexican port town of Mazatlán. This is
a Pilsner-style, clear beer with a refreshing, smooth taste.

Spicy rémoulade and cocktail dipping sauces

Please inform your server if you have any food allergies or
special dietary requirements. Sandals’ kitchens are not food
allergen-free environments. Consuming raw or undercooked meats,
poultry, seafood, shellfish or eggs may increase the risk of
food-borne illness to young children, seniors and
those with compromised immune systems.

